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What other therapies do you offer?
Esogetic Colourtherapy including Kirlian photography and Induction Therapy, BodyTalk,
Reiki, Aromatherapy, Massage, Psych-K

What makes you passionate about using colour therapy puncture? What are your clients
saying about you?
I have always been intrigued by the influence of colour on the human body-mind
complex. I love using colours in different ways (colour puncture, crystals, glasses,
clothing), it is great to see how it changes the energy which makes up the human
condition, eliminating blockages in the flow of body, mind and spirit. Esogetic Colour
puncture is such a versatile therapy I like to combine with other modalities to bring
forward shifts and changes, which allow healing to take place. I am passionate about
introducing colour puncture to anybody, I often present colour puncture at fairs and
expos and I love teaching this wonderful modality. We have so many different courses on
offer, anybody can benefit knowing about it and using it.
“I had a twitch under my right eyes which annoyed me for months. Angelika applied colours and
little crystals around my ears and treated a few points in my face. I felt so relaxed after the
treatment and when I woke up the next morning the twitch was gone. I was so relieved.” Ilene
“I had terrible hip and lower back pain for many months. In the end it was getting so bad that I
was not able to enjoy my daily exercises. I tried a few different approaches like massage and
chiropractic adjustments. My pain finally went after I saw Angelika a few times. Nobody can
image how happy I am to have my life back. Thank you.” Francis
“I went to see Angelika because I hadn’t been able to sleep well since I was a teenager. I had
difficulties to get to sleep and would wake up several times during the night. After only one
treatment with the brain wave machine I was able to sleep through the night - truly magical.” Lisa

